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SPH Based Numerical Treatment of the Interfacial 
Interaction of Flow with Porous Media 
Ehsan Kazemi, Simon Tait, Songdong Shao 
Department of Civil & Structural Engineering, University of Sheffield, Sheffield S1 3JD, UK 
Abstract 
In this paper, the macroscopic equations of mass and momentum are developed and 
discretised based on the Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) formulation for the 
interaction at an interface of flow with porous media. The theoretical background of flow 
through porous media is investigated in order to highlight the key constraints which should 
be satisfied, particularly at the interface between the porous media flow and the overlying 
free flow. The study aims to investigate the derivation of the porous flow equations, 
computation of the porosity, and treatment of the interfacial boundary layer. It addresses 
weak assumptions that are commonly adopted for interfacial flow simulation in particle-
based methods. As support to the theoretical analysis, a 2D weakly compressible SPH 
(WCSPH) model is developed based on the proposed interfacial treatment. The equations in 
this model are written in terms of the intrinsic averages and in the Lagrangian form. The 
effect of particle volume change due to the spatial change of porosity is taken into account 
;ﾐS デｴW W┝デヴ; ゲデヴWゲゲ デWヴﾏゲ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾏﾗﾏWﾐデ┌ﾏ Wケ┌;デｷﾗﾐ ;ヴW ;ヮヮヴﾗ┝ｷﾏ;デWS H┞ ┌ゲｷﾐｪ Eヴｪ┌ﾐげゲ 
equation and the Sub-Particle Scale (SPS) model to represent the drag and turbulence 
effects, respectively. Four benchmark test cases covering a range of flow scenarios are 
simulated to examine the influence of the porous boundary on the internal, interface and 
external flow. The capacity of the modified SPH model to predict velocity distributions and 
water surface behaviour is fully examined with a focus on the flow conditions at the 
interfacial boundary between the overlying free flow and the underlying porous media.   
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1 Introduction 
When water waves interact with a porous body, a part of the wave energy dissipates due to 
the permeability of the porous body. Hence, structures with significant porosity are widely 
used in coastal areas to mitigate the effects of wave attack on structures and beaches. 
Understanding the mechanisms of the flow, especially the momentum transfer between the 
flow and porous structure is of great importance for the engineers in order to improve the 
design of coastal protection structures.  
Currently, numerical simulations have been extensively used for the investigation of the 
interaction between water waves and flows within porous bodies. The most desirable 
approach would be to solve the governing equations at the microscopic (pore) level, where 
all geometrical characteristics of the porous media as well as all scales of the flow are 
resolved through a Direct Numerical Simulation. However, this is often impractical due to 
the limitations in practical computational power. Therefore, the macroscopic approach is 
used more widely by modellers in engineering contexts, in which the porous medium is 
represented as a single-phase continuum and the frictional effects of the solid matrix on the 
macroscopic field are incorporated as extra drag terms in the governing equations. Many 
earlier numerical models for porous flow simulation have been developed on grid-based 
approaches, such as the Finite Difference or Finite Volume Methods, where a fixed grid 
system is used in the Eulerian framework. Recently, particle-based modelling approaches, 
such as the SPH and Moving Particle Semi-implicit (MPS), have been received extensive 
interest due to their capacity in efficiently simulating complex fluid motions, particularly 
those with large free surface deformation and discontinuous boundaries, through a 
Lagrangian framework (for the latest advancement in this field, see Gotoh and Khayyer, 
2018). In spite of its wide application in coastal hydrodynamics, only a small number of SPH 
studies have focussed on the simulation of flow interaction with porous structures mainly 
due to the difficulties in developing robust treatments of the interfacial boundary flow. 
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One of the first SPH applications for the interaction of flow with porous media was delivered 
by Shao (2010), who used an incompressible SPH (ISPH) model constructed from the 
macroscopic equations of Huang et al. (2003). In their treatment of interfacial boundary, the 
computational domain was separated into porous and free-flow (clear water) sub regions 
and the matching conditions of velocity and normal and tangential stresses were imposed at 
the interface between these defined sub regions. However, the effects of flow turbulence 
and volume change of fluid particles inside the solid skeleton of the physical porous zone 
were not considered. In a later improvement, Akbari and Namin (2013) used the local 
Volume-Averaged Navier-Stokes (N-S) equations and solved a unified set of governing 
equations within a single computational domain by introducing a transitional layer at the 
interface between overlying free-flow region and porous media. A background mesh was 
used, where the porosity at the position of SPH particles was calculated by averaging the 
reference porosity of neighbouring mesh points over an interpolating area using the SPH 
interpolation method with a smoothing length 月ઞ of the scale of the mean grain diameter in 
the porous media. They set the thickness of the interfacial transitional layer (over which the 
fluid-solid porosity is variable) to be 4 times the particle diameter in the porous media. Gui 
et al. (2015) adopted the transitional layer approach of Akbari and Namin (2013) aiming to 
improve the early porous flow model of Shao (2010). However, this model still ignored the 
effects of flow turbulence and porosity variation in the governing equations. Akbari (2014) 
improved the previous model of Akbari and Namin (2013) by explicitly incorporating a 
standard SPS turbulence closure into their ISPH model for the wave interaction with multi-
layered porous structures. In both Akbari and Namin (2013) and Akbari (2014), good 
agreement was found in the water surface profiles in the free-flow zone, but no comparison 
was made with the velocity distribution especially within the interfacial boundary layer.   
Ren et al. (2014) employed the spatially averaged N-S equations, in which a transitional 
layer was used at the interfacial boundary to separate the free-flow region and the flow in 
the underlying porous media. Then, the velocity of a certain particle in the interfacial layer 
was calculated by using only its neighbouring particles of the same type; and finally 
interpolated using all its neighbouring particles of both types. The SPS turbulent model with 
the Smagorisnsky coefficient of 系鎚 = 0.1 was applied only in the free-flow region, while the 
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effect of turbulence in the porous media region was ignored. The thickness of the 
transitional layer was set to the size of one smoothing length, which means it was related 
only to the computational resolution rather than the physical length scales of the flow or 
porous media at the interface. In a follow-on study, Ren et al. (2016) improved their 
previous work by using the Volume-Averaged and Favre-Averaged N-S equations along with 
the SPS turbulence closure model for the flows both inside and outside the porous media. 
Regarding the interfacial boundary treatment, they applied a transitional interface layer that 
is similar to the treatment of Akbari and Namin (2013) but with the thickness of the layer 
being set to one mean diameter of the solid particles of porous medium. Pahar and Dhar 
(2016; 2017) developed ISPH models to simulate the interaction of flows with porous media. 
The interfacial boundary conditions were implicitly implemented by representing the Darcy 
velocity in the governing equations and incorporating the porosity parameter into the 
Pressure Poisson Equation (PPE). The effective viscosity in free-flow region was calculated as 
the summation of the SPS eddy viscosity and the actual fluid viscosity; while inside the 
porous media the effective viscosity was set equal to actual viscosity of the fluid only. To 
alleviate the discontinuity of viscosity at the interfacial boundary, the fluid part of the 
viscosity of free-flow region and the viscosity of the fluid in the porous media were averaged 
(Pahar and Dhar, 2016). Moreover, due to the change of porosity, they arbitrarily adopted a 
concept of a non-constant smoothing length in the formulation (Pahar and Dhar, 2017). 
Recently, Khayyer et al. (2018) developed an enhanced ISPH model based on two-phase 
mixture theory to simulate the interaction of waves with porous media of variable porosity. 
They incorporated the effect of porosity using linear and nonlinear resistance force terms in 
the N-S equations as well as a newly derived source term in the PPE. The results showed 
smooth and continuous pressure fields at the interfacial boundary without applying any 
artificial smoothing schemes.  
In summary, SPH has shown a capacity in macroscopically simulating the flow interactions 
with porous media. However, as discussed above, it still has some limitations such as that i) 
in most model validations, the water surface elevations were often compared with the 
experimental data, while the velocity field, particularly around the surface of porous 
structures, was not investigated in detail; and more importantly, ii) the interface boundary 
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layer between the porous and free-flow regions was usually treated based on numerical 
calibrations rather than with rigorous mathematical and physical justifications, and little 
effort was made to investigate the behaviour of flow in this interfacial boundary layer. Being 
motivated by these limitations, in this paper, we firstly develop the SPH macroscopic 
governing equations for the flow interactions with porous media to clearly show the key 
limitations and constraints with the current particle-based averaging approaches, and 
further provide physically sound and practical computational solutions to address these 
limitations. Then, a 2D WCSPH model is developed and applied to four benchmark cases of 
free-flow interaction with porous media. Validation is carried out through the comparisons 
of both water surface profiles and velocity distributions with a focus on the behaviour of the 
flows within and close to the interfacial boundary.  
2 Theoretical Background and Model Development 
A system containing two phases 糠 and 紅, which represent the fluid and solid phases 
respectively, is considered. The full form of the compressible version of microscopic 
conservation equations of mass and momentum (Eqs. 1 and 2) is used as the governing 
equations at the pore level: 
 紘 項貢項建 髪 紘椛 ゲ 岫貢掲岻 噺 ど (1) 
 紘 項岫貢掲岻項建 髪 紘椛 ゲ 岫貢掲掲岻 噺 伐紘椛鶏 髪 紘貢傾 髪 紘航椛態掲  (2) 
where 建 is the time; 貢, 掲 and  鶏 are the density, velocity and pressure, respectively, at the 
pore level; 傾 is the gravitational acceleration; 航 is the dynamic fluid viscosity; and  紘 is a 
distribution function associated with the 糠-phase. Following Grey and Lee (1977), the 
distribution function is set to one for the 糠-phase (fluid), and zero for the 紅-phase (solid) as 
given in Eq. (3). This means any property like 閤 and its temporal and spatial derivatives are 
respectively, 閤,  項閤 項建エ  and  椛閤 in the 糠 (fluid)-phase, and zero in the 紅 (solid)-phase.  
 紘 噺 犯な┸             ゎどヮｴ;ゲW ど┸             がどヮｴ;ゲW  (3) 
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2.1 Macroscopic governing equations 
The microscopic equations (Eqs. 1 and 2) are spatially averaged over an averaging volume よ, 
which is representative of the whole system at time 建, using a weighting function 罫 which 
satisfies the three principles presented in Quintard and Whitaker (1994) as well as the 
symmetry condition. Assuming the solid phase (紅) is fixed in time and space, adopting a 
method similar to that used by Quintard and Whitaker (1994) to derive the macroscopic 
Stokes equations, adding the effect of turbulence in the form of Large Eddy Simulation (LES), 
transferring the Eulerian form of the equations to the Lagrangian one, and expressing the 
averaged equations in terms of the intrinsic averages, the macroscopic governing equations 
of mass and momentum can be written as follows (see Appendix A for details, and Kazemi 
(2017) for the full derivation process),  
 岫罫 茅 紘岻 経極貢玉底経建 髪 極貢玉底椛 ゲ 岷岫罫 茅 紘岻極掲玉底峅 噺 ど (4) 
 
岫罫 茅 紘岻極貢玉底 経極掲玉底経建 噺 伐岫罫 茅 紘岻椛極鶏玉底 髪 岫罫 茅 紘岻極貢玉底傾 髪 航椛態岷岫罫 茅 紘岻極掲玉底峅 伐航椛極掲玉底椛岫罫 茅 紘岻 伐 椛 ゲ 岷岫罫 茅 紘岻極訴玉底峅 髪 罫 茅 範盤伐掘鶏楓底 髪 航椛掲蕪底匪契底庭げ底庭飯 (5) 
where 罫 茅 岫 岻 denotes the convolution product of the weighting function 罫 and the 
corresponding variable; and 極 玉底 denotes the 糠-phase (fluid) intrinsic average operator. In 
the last term on the right-hand side of Eq. (5), 鶏風糠 and 掲蕪糠 denote the spatial deviations of the 
point pressure and velocity from their intrinsic average; 掘 is the unit tensor; 契底庭 is the unit 
normal vector pointing from the 糠-phase to the 紅-phase; and げ底庭  is the Dirac distribution 
associated with the 糠 伐 紅 interfaces. This surface integral term represents the frictional 
effect of the solid skeleton on the macroscopic field, and the second to last term on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (5) represents the effect of flow turbulence on the average flow field, 
where 極訴玉底 is the SPS fluid stress tensor.  
It should be noted that the following assumptions and constraints were imposed to obtain 
the present form of the equations (see Kazemi, 2017).  
Constraint #1: 堅智 伎 詣泥 (6) 
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Constraint #2: 堅智 企 詣極泥玉琶 (7) 
where 詣泥 is a microscopic characteristic length (pore scale) over which significant variations 
in the quantity 閤 take place; 詣極泥玉琶 is the characteristic length scale over which significant 
variations in the average of the quantity 閤 take place; and 堅智 is the support of the weighting 
function 罫. It is noted that the constraint described in Eq. (7) is defined in terms of the 
intrinsic average 極閤玉底. Whitaker (1969) SWaｷﾐWS デｴWゲW デ┘ﾗ Iﾗﾐゲデヴ;ｷﾐデゲ けｷﾐデ┌ｷデｷ┗Wﾉ┞げ デﾗ Wﾐゲ┌ヴW 
デｴ;デ デｴW ;┗Wヴ;ｪｷﾐｪ ┗ﾗﾉ┌ﾏW ｷゲ けﾉ;ヴｪW Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴげ デﾗ Iﾗﾐデ;ｷﾐ ;ﾉﾉ デｴW WゲゲWﾐデｷ;ﾉ ｪWﾗﾏWデヴｷI;ﾉ 
Iｴ;ヴ;IデWヴｷゲデｷIゲ ﾗa デｴW ヮﾗヴﾗ┌ゲ ﾏWSｷ┌ﾏき ;ﾐS けゲﾏ;ﾉﾉ Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴげ ゲﾗ デｴ;デ デｴW ゲｷ┣W ﾗa デｴW ;┗Wヴ;ｪｷﾐｪ 
volume is negligible compared with the macroscopic region.  
Constraint #3: the averaging volume よ (and the weighting function 罫) should not change 
with local time. In other words, they should remain unchanged relative to the centroid of 
the volume over the total (material) time. 
Assumption #1: for fluid quantities, the superficial volumetric average of spatial deviations 
from the intrinsic average, i.e. 閤楓底, at the centroid of the averaging volume is negligible: 罫 茅盤紘閤楓底匪 蛤 ど. 
Assumption #2: no-slip boundary conditions are applied at the solid-fluid (糠 伐 紅) 
boundaries, i.e. 掲底庭 糾 契底庭 噺 ど.  
Assumption #3: the characteristic length scales of the density and its intrinsic average, 詣諦 
and 詣駆諦駈琶 , respectively, are infinite values, i.e. the flow is incompressible. This assumption 
leads to the density being considered as a spatially constant value over the averaging 
volume, thus the developed equations are for incompressible fluid flow. However, the 
density is not truly constant in the present simulations (carried out in Section 3) due to the 
application of the WCSPH scheme. But, since the variations of density (compressibility of 
flow) will be restricted to be less than 1 % (see Sections 2.3 and 3.1), the effects of 
variability of density on the velocity field, LES, etc. is expected to be small.  
From now on, Eqs. (4) and (5) need to be averaged based on the SPH formulations to 
transform the spatial derivatives of intrinsic averages into the SPH approximated ones, 
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which can be eventually translated into the SPH discretised forms by using summations over 
the discrete particles.  
2.2 The SPHAM equations 
The macroscopic equations of mass and momentum are now approximated based on a SPH 
scheme. A convolution product is applied to these equations but using a different weighting 
function from that used in deriving the macroscopic equations. Although the same function 罫 could be used, a different notation is used for the weighting (kernel) function in order to 
distinguish the solution process on the macroscopic field from the determination of 罫 茅 紘 on 
the microscopic field. Averaging the macroscopic equations (Eqs. 4 and 5) over an averaging 
volume 栖 using a kernel function  激, they are represented in the following SPH forms (for 
details see Kazemi, 2017) which will be later shown in their discretised form in Section 2.3.  
 経駆貢駈底経建 噺 伐 駆貢駈底岫罫 茅 紘岻 岶稿激 茅 岷岫罫 茅 紘岻駆掲駈底峅岼 (8) 
 経駆掲駈底経建 噺 伐 な駆貢駈底 岫稿激 茅 駆鶏駈底岻 髪 傾 髪 航岫罫 茅 紘岻駆貢駈底 岶稿激 茅 稿岷岫罫 茅 紘岻駆掲駈底峅岼 
伐 航稿岫罫 茅 紘岻岫罫 茅 紘岻駆貢駈底 岫稿激 茅 駆掲駈底岻 伐 な岫罫 茅 紘岻駆貢駈底 岶稿激 茅 岷岫罫 茅 紘岻駆訴駈底峅岼 髪 な岫罫 茅 紘岻駆貢駈底 版罫 茅 範盤伐掘鶏楓底 髪 航稿掲蕪底匪契底庭絞底庭飯繁 
(9) 
It should be noted that, the kernel function 激 should satisfy the Delta function property 
condition in addition to the conditions that the weighting function 罫 needs to satisfy (see 
Section 2.1). Constraints similar to constraints #2 and #3 are also required for approximating 
the macroscopic field using the kernel function 激 over the averaging volume 栖 (see Kazemi, 
2017, for details). These constraints are that the support of the kernel function 激 (i.e. 堅栖) 
should be much smaller than the characteristic length scale of the average flow field, i.e. 堅栖 企 詣駆泥駈琶 (constraint #4); and the averaging volume 栖 (and the weighting function 激) 
should not change with the local time, i.e. they should remain unchanged relative to the 
centroid of the volume over the total time (constraint #5). A constraint similar to constraint 
#1 is not required to be imposed on the size of the support of the kernel function 堅栖, since in 
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the macroscopic description of the porous media, the domain is considered as a single-
phase continuum. 
Equations (8) and (9) are called the SPH-Averaged Macroscopic (SPHAM) equations of mass 
and momentum, respectively; and 罫 茅 紘 is called the porosity and replaced with 剛 in the 
equations. These equations are defined in a unified framework, i.e. they describe the fluid 
motion over the entire computational domain including both the porous and free-flow 
regions. The usefulness of using distinct averaging operators (罫 and 激) in the averaging 
process over the microscopic and macroscopic fields is evident in the above equations. As 
can be seen, the convolution products with 激 (which is the SPH averaging operator over the 
macroscopic field) contain intrinsic averages of fluid properties like 極掲玉底 and 極鶏玉底  which are 
problem unknowns. On the other hand, the convolution product of 罫 茅 紘 contains the 
distribution function 紘 only, which is a property of the microscopic field that is a known 
variable over a fixed domain. Therefore, the practice of using a background mesh for the 
porosity computation (Akbari and Namin, 2013) is properly justified. As long as a 
background mesh is applied for this purpose, and the weighting function 罫 is employed to 
calculate only porosity on an Eulerian fixed mesh, び and 罫 of a moving element (particle) 
may change over the total time, but in a way that they do not change on the Eulerian 
domain. Therefore, constraint #3 I;ﾐ HW W┝ヮヴWゲゲWS ;ゲ け堅び and 罫 should not change with time 
ﾗ┗Wヴ デｴW E┌ﾉWヴｷ;ﾐ Sﾗﾏ;ｷﾐげく 
Equations (8) and (9) are similar to the equations used in other SPH studies (e.g. in Akbari 
and Namin, 2013; Ren et al., 2016; and Pahar and Dhar, 2016) with the difference that the 
present equations are developed and presented in terms of the intrinsic averages rather 
than the superficial ones. By solving the flow passing a moving porous cylinder, Wang et al. 
(2015) showed that the macroscopic equations defined in terms of the superficial average 
velocities could break the Galilean invariance while the equations with intrinsic averages do 
not have such a limitation. It is notable that the present mass equation (Eq. 8) is different 
from the one used in the ISPH studies in which the temporal derivative of the density is zero 
due to the incompressibility of flow. It also should be noted that this equation is slightly 
SｷaaWヴWﾐデ aヴﾗﾏ デｴW Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌ｷデ┞ Wケ┌;デｷﾗﾐ Wﾏヮﾉﾗ┞WS ｷﾐ ‘Wﾐ Wデ ;ﾉくげ ふヲヰヱヶぶ WCSPH ﾏﾗSWﾉく 
Rewriting the continuity equation in Ren et al. (2016) in terms of intrinsic averages of fluid 
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quantities to be comparable to the present mass equation, the porosity would disappear; 
while the presence of porosity 罫 茅 紘 both inside the divergence term as well as in the 
denominator of the right-hand side of Eq. (8) leads to the capture of the variations of 
porosity over the interfacial boundary.  
2.3 Discretisation of the equations and the domain 
It is possible to discretise the SPHAM equations (Eqs. 8 and 9) so that they can be solved at 
the position of a set of discrete moving particles. The discretised version of these equations 
is written in the following symmetric form (for details see Kazemi, 2017).  
 
貢銚】岫痛袋蔦痛岻 伐 貢長】岫痛岻経建 噺 布 兼長剛銚剛長 岫剛掲岻銚長稿銚激銚長長  (10) 
 
掲銚】岫痛袋蔦痛岻 伐 掲長】岫痛岻弘建 噺 伐 布 犯兼長剛長 稿銚激銚長 鶏銚 髪 鶏長貢銚貢長 般長 髪 傾 髪 布 崕 航兼長剛銚剛長 慶銚長 糾 稿銚激銚長】慶銚長】態 髪 考態 に岫剛掲岻銚長 髪 剛銚長掲銚長貢銚貢長 崗長  伐 布 犯 兼長剛銚剛長 稿銚激銚長 糾 剛銚訴銚 髪 剛長訴長貢銚貢長 般長 伐 寓銚 
(11) 
where 欠 and 決 denote the central particle and its neighbouring particles, respectively, in the 
averaging volume 栖; 兼 is the particle mass; 貢銚 噺 駆貢駈銚底; 貢長 噺 駆貢駈長底; 鶏銚 噺 駆鶏駈銚底; 鶏長 噺 駆鶏駈長底; 掲銚 噺 駆掲駈銚底; 掲長 噺 駆掲駈長底; 訴銚 噺 駆訴駈銚底; 訴長 噺 駆訴駈長底; 掲銚長 噺 駆掲駈銚底 伐 駆掲駈長底; 剛銚長 噺 剛銚 伐 剛長; 岫剛掲岻銚長 噺 剛銚駆掲駈銚底 伐 剛長駆掲駈長底; 慶銚長 噺 慶銚 伐 慶長; 稿銚激銚長 噺 稿激岫慶銚 伐 慶長 ┸ 月栖岻; 考 噺 ど┻な月栖; and 寓銚 
is the approximation of the surface integral (last term) in Eq. (9) in the discretised form, 
which represents the frictional effect of solid skeleton on the macroscopic flow field.  
Equation (11) is the general SPH form of the momentum equation for flow through porous 
media, while different closure models have been introduced and employed in the literature 
for the estimation of the friction term 寓銚┻ Iﾐ デｴW ヮヴWゲWﾐデ ゲデ┌S┞が Eヴｪ┌ﾐげゲ Wケ┌;デｷﾗﾐ ふEヴｪ┌ﾐが 
1952) is employed as shown in Eq. (12), where 潔怠 and 潔態 are empirical constants, 荒 is the 
fluid kinematic viscosity, and 穴鎚 is the mean diameter of particles in the porous media. The 
turbulent shear stress term is estimated by using the SPS model (Gotoh et al., 2001) as 
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presented in Eq. (13), where 荒痛┸銚, 繰銚, and 倦痛┸銚 are the turbulent eddy-viscosity, the strain 
tensor, and the SPS turbulent kinetic energy, respectively, at the position of particle 欠. The 
turbulent eddy viscosity is estimated as 岫系鎚つ岻態】繰銚】, where 系鎚 is the Smagorinsky constant 
and つ is the filter width. Since the filtered velocity in the view of LES is the same as the 
average/macroscopic velocity in the present work (see Appendix A), setting the filter width 
to the particle spacing 健待 (which is a common practice in SPH simulations) seems to be 
reasonable. Moreover, the equation of state is employed to compute the pressure of a 
particle explicitly from the change in its density according to Eq. (14), where 貢待 is the 
reference density and 潔待 is the speed of sound which is chosen to restrict the 
compressibility of flow to be less than 1%. The determination of all these coefficients for the 
present simulations will be discussed in the model applications (Section 3.1).  
 寓銚 噺 伐潔怠 岫な 伐 剛銚岻態剛銚態 荒穴鎚態 掲銚 伐 潔態 岫な 伐 剛銚岻剛銚 な穴鎚 掲銚】掲銚】 (12) 
 磐訴貢卑銚 噺 伐に荒痛┸銚繰銚 髪 にぬ 倦痛┸銚掘 (13) 
 鶏銚 噺 潔待態盤貢銚 伐 貢待┸銚匪 (14) 
It is noted that the effect of particle volume change due to the change of porosity from one 
region to another has been taken into account in the derivation of Eqs. (10) and (11) by 
considering the volume of a particle to be equal to its mass divided by the product of its 
porosity and density. The porosity at particle 欠 is approximated by the following equation 
which is the discretised form of 罫 茅 紘. 
 剛銚 噺 岫罫 茅 紘岻銚 蛤 布 罫岫慶銚 伐 慶頂 ┸ 月び岻紘頂弘撃頂頂  (15) 
where the summation is computed over the background mesh; and 紘頂 denotes the value of 
the distribution function at mesh point 潔, which, according to Eq. (3), is either equal to one 
or zero dependent on whether the mesh point is located inside either the fluid or solid 
phases, respectively. 弘撃頂 is the volume of mesh element associated with the mesh point 潔 
that is equal to 健頂態 and 健頂戴 in 2D and 3D domains, respectively, if one considers a regular mesh 
of points with spacing 健頂. The mesh spacing should be chosen to be small enough to resolve 
the fluid-solid interfaces in porous media adequately.  
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2.4 Treatment of the interfacial boundaries 
The model developed in the previous section can be applied to both 2D and 3D problems, 
and the system governed by Eqs. (10) and (11) constitutes a unified framework, i.e. the 
equations are solved in a single computational domain including the porous and free-flow 
regions. The change from one physical region to another is addressed by calculating the 
transition in the porosity. A fixed background mesh is therefore used that contains the 
information of the distribution function at each mesh point. To determine the porosity at 
the position of a particle volume, the distribution function is averaged over the background 
mesh using the weighting function 罫, given by Eq. (15). This function meets the constraints 
#1, #2 and #3.  
However, constraints #1 and #2 are not easily satisfied in the region near an interface with 
an external free-flow. One example is represented in Figure 1, which depicts a sheared 
interfacial layer between flow in a porous medium (region 1) and an overlying free-flow 
(region 3).  Average flow quantity 駆閤駈底 changes sharply over the relatively thin interface 
layer (region 2). This layer (the region between dashed-dotted lines in Figure 1) may 
correspond to the けroughness layerげ found in turbulent flow over rough boundaries, 
including the interfacial and form-induced sublayers, as defined by Nikora et al. (2001). In 
such a condition, the constraints #1 and #2, i.e. 詣泥 企 堅び 企 詣駆泥駈琶, are usually satisfied in 
region (1) since 詣駆泥駈琶 is much larger than 詣泥 in this region by assuming that 詣泥 is in the 
order of 詣鳥 (Figure 1, left), where 詣鳥 is a characteristic length scale of the solid matrix. 
However, the satisfaction of 詣泥 企 堅び 企 詣駆泥駈琶 in the interface layer (region 2) is not so 
straightforward because here 詣泥 and 詣駆泥駈琶 may be in the same order (蛤 詣鳥). Hence, in 
region (2), the best choice for the support of the weighting function  罫, would be 堅び 蛤 詣鳥┸沈, 
where 詣鳥┸沈 is the characteristic length scale of solid matrix in the interfacial boundary. 
Besides, in region (3), there is no constraint in the computation of porosity as it is a constant 
(= 1.0) all over the free-flow region. Meanwhile, constraint #3 and the constraints associated 
with the averaging process over the macroscopic field, i.e. constraints #4 and #5, are all 
valid.  
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In principle, the governing equations presented in Eqs. (10) and (11), with the porosity 
computation process presented through Eq. (15), along with the above constraints are the 
general form of SPH solutions for the interaction of free-flow with flow in porous media. 
However, in practical applications, due to unavoidable simplifications associated with the 
dimensional issue as well as the determination of porosity, a simpler form of the solution is 
usually adopted, e.g. in the previous SPH studies (such as Shao, 2010; Akbari and Namin, 
2013; Gui et al., 2015; and Ren et al., 2016), the implications of which will be discussed in 
the following sections.  
 
Figure 1. A schematic view of distribution of an arbitrary average flow quantity. (1), (2), and (3) denote the 
underlying porous media, the interface layer, and overlying free-flow regions, respectively. 
In practical situations, the detailed microstructure of the porous media is often unknown 
and there is usually no definitive information about the fluid-solid interfaces so that the 
determination a priori of the distribution function for Eq. (3) is not always feasible. 
Moreover, applying Eq. (15) for computing the porosity needs a 3D representation of the 
distribution function 紘. Hence, in practical numerical simulations, the porous media is 
usually assumed to be homogeneous and continuous; and accordingly, the definition of the 
distribution function (Eq. 3) is modified as follows,  
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 紘 噺 犯な┻ど aヴWWどaﾉﾗ┘ ヴWｪｷﾗﾐ剛待  ヮﾗヴﾗ┌ゲ ﾏWSｷ; aﾉﾗ┘ ヴWｪｷﾗﾐ (16) 
where 剛待 is the mean value of porosity of the porous media which can be obtained in the 
laboratory as the volume of fluid a porous medium contains being divided by the total 
volume of the medium. In this case, the constraints #1 and #2 are instinctively satisfied in 
the porous region far from the interface boundary (region 1 in Figure 1) since the porosity is 
effectively constant in this region. This statement is also valid for the free-flow area far from 
the interface (region 3 in Figure 1), since the porosity is also constant (剛待 = 1.0) in this 
region.  
Based on the above discussion, the constraints associated with the weighting function 罫 (for 
averaging over the background mesh) as well as the constraints associated with the kernel 
function 激 (constraints #4 and #5 of 堅栖) are all summarised below for the present practical 
situation. 
 
(a) 堅び 蛤 詣鳥┸沈 over the interface (This constraint for 堅び is not 
required far from the interface where porosity is constant) 
(b) 堅び and 罫 should not change with time over the entire 
(Eulerian) domain 
(c) 堅栖 企 詣駆四駈琶, over the entire domain 
(d) 堅栖 and 激 should be set equally over space and should remain 
unchanged with time, over the entire (Lagrangian) domain 
 
(17) 
Note that point (c) (constraint #4) is written only in terms of the average velocity field, 
because this constraint is instinctively satisfied for all other flow quantities such as the 
density and pressure due to the incompressibility (or weakly compressibility) of flow. In 
other words, in the case of interaction of an incompressible (or weakly compressible) 
sheared flow with a porous medium, velocity is the only flow quantity which may have large 
variations over the interfacial boundary and therefore needs careful consideration with 
regard to the constraint #4. In SPH, the support of kernel function has a certain relation with 
the particle spacing (smoothing length is usually taken as 1.2 times the particle spacing), 
thus a sufficient computational resolution should satisfy the condition of 堅栖 企 詣駆四駈琶. 
If adopting the present treatment, a boundary which separates the free-flow and porous 
regions should be defined so that Eq. (16) can be used for the determination of 紘. This is not 
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an easy task particularly when the surface of the porous media is rough, namely, when the 
size of solid particles on the surface is of a similar scale compared with the characteristic 
dimensions of the free-flow layer (for example, the size of the internal flow structures). 
Figure 2a shows an arbitrary underlying porous medium with an overlying free-flow layer; 
and Figures 2b-d illustrates the determination of the interface boundary by separating the 
two regions using ; ﾉｷﾐW ふﾐ;ﾏWﾉ┞が ; けゲWヮ;ヴ;デｷﾐｪ ﾉｷﾐWげ ｷﾐ ヲD ﾗヴ ; けゲWヮ;ヴ;デｷﾐｪ ゲ┌ヴa;IWげ ｷﾐ ンDぶく  
 
Figure 2. Determination of distribution function and porosity by the separating line in 2D condition.  The 
dashed line represents an arbitrary separating line. 
Determination of the location of the separating line depends strongly on the problem and 
the physical characteristics of the interface boundary as well as the prevalent flow 
conditions. One may consider the crest of solid particles at the interface as the separating 
line/surface. It seems a fair approximation when the surface is relatively smooth. However, 
ﾗﾐW ﾏ;┞ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ デｴW ゲﾗ I;ﾉﾉWS け┣Wヴﾗ-ヮﾉ;ﾐW Sｷゲヮﾉ;IWﾏWﾐデげ ﾉW┗Wﾉ ;ゲ デｴW ｷﾐデWヴa;Iｷ;ﾉ ゲWヮ;ヴ;デｷﾐｪ 
line, when the surface is rough. The concept of zero-plane displacement was discussed in 
detail by Nikora et al. (2002). Figure 2c shows the distribution of 紘 based on the separating 
line (which is schematically shown by a dashed line), while Figure 2d presents the 
distribution of porosity obtained by Eq. (15), which guarantees a smooth change of porosity 
at the interfacial boundary from the underlying porous media to the overlying free-flow 
region. The curvature of the porosity profile at the interface depends on the type of the 
weighting function 罫 as well as its support size 堅び that is determined through Eq. (17). By 
using any symmetric weighting function, the inflection point of the porosity profile should 
always lie on the separating line.  
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2.5 Summary of the theoretical development 
The above theoretical developments are briefly summarised as follows. Firstly, the 
microscopic governing equations (Eqs. 1 and 2) were spatially averaged using a weighting 
function 罫 which satisfies certain conditions. The averaging process yielded the macroscopic 
governing equations presented in Eqs. (4) and (5) with specific geometrical constraints. The 
extra stress terms emerged in the equations represent the frictional effect of solid materials 
and the effect of turbulence ﾗﾐ デｴW ﾏ;IヴﾗゲIﾗヮｷI aﾉﾗ┘ aｷWﾉSく TｴW け;┗Wヴ;ｪW ┗WﾉﾗIｷデ┞げ 
ゲ┌ヮWヴｷﾏヮﾗゲWゲ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW けLES aｷﾉデWヴWS ┗WﾉﾗIｷデ┞げ ゲｷﾐIW デｴW デ┌ヴH┌ﾉWﾐデ ゲｴW;ヴ ゲデヴWゲゲ デWヴﾏ ふ┘ｴｷIｴ ｷゲ 
modelled by the SPS model) has been developed through the spatially averaging process of 
the equations. Then, the macroscopic governing equations (Eqs. 4 and 5) were averaged 
again using a kernel function 激, and then discretised based on the standard SPH 
formulations in Eqs. (10) and (11). During this process, 罫 茅 紘 was considered as porosity 剛 
and estimated by Eq. (15). To use this equation, one needs to have the values of the 
distribution function 紘 at nodal points of a background mesh. However, this is not always 
possible due to the difficulties in accurately measuring the characteristics of the 
microstructure of the porous media. Therefore, a pragmatic solution was introduced in 
Section 2.4, and the constraints reduced to those presented in Eq. (17). Accordingly, the 
support of the weighting function 罫 (for estimating the porosity on a background mesh) is 
not constrained in the constant-porosity free-flow and porous media regions far from the 
interface (i.e., the constraints #1 and #2 do not need to be satisfied in these two regions), 
but it needs to be of the order of the characteristic size of solid elements in the interface 
boundary region (Eq. 17a); and the support of the kernel function 激 used for the 
discretisation of the governing equations on the macroscopic field should be small enough 
to resolve all the variations in the average velocity field (Eq. 17c). In other words, 罫, 堅智 and 月智 should be set according to Eqs. (17a) and (17b) for the computation of porosity values on 
the background mesh (i.e. they should depend on the geometrical characteristics of the 
porous medium); and 激, 堅知 and 月知 (噺 な┻に健待) should satisfy the constraints in Eqs. (17c) and 
(17d) for the discretisation of the macroscopic domain and computation of the flow 
quantities at the position of SPH computational particles (i.e. they do not depend on the 
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geometrical characteristics of the porous medium, but should be selected to adequately 
capture the variations in the macroscopic field). 
The aim of exploring the above theoretical basis of the problem was to provide a general 
form of the SPH governing equations for flow interaction with rough boundaries formed in 
porous media and clearly list the required constraints with those equations. Understanding 
the relevant assumptions and constraints with the solution procedure could help prevent 
the use of unjustified assumptions used when dealing with such physical situations as seen 
in previous studies. In the previous SPH porous flow applications, the choice of support size 
of the weighting function, determination of the thickness of the interfacial layer, and the 
separating line between the porous and free-flow regions have often been carried out 
instinctively rather than being based on rigorous mathematical justifications. For instance, 
Akbari and Namin (2013) interpolated the porosity with an 堅び being about 4 times the solid 
particle diameter, which would be too large according to point (a) in Eq. (17); or in their 
numerical models, Ren et al. (2014) and Gui et al. (2015) set the thickness of the interfacial 
layer based on the numerical resolution (i.e., SPH kernel size) rather than the physical size of 
the solid particles forming the boundary surface of the porous media, which may not be 
accurate due to the same constraint. Another example is that, Pahar and Dhar (2017) used a 
non-constant smoothing length (i.e. averaging volume size in present context) since the 
inter-particle distance increases when the fluid particles move into areas with a lower 
porosity. This is actually in contradiction with the constraint #5 (Eq. 17d). Also, in some of 
the previous studies discontinuities were introduced at the interfacial boundary and then an 
additional averaging process had to be performed to treat these discontinuities to enforce 
the continuity of the flow quantities.  
Although some simplifications are unavoidable due to the dimensional and geometrical 
differences with the physical cases, the proposed model will be used for the solution of four 
engineering cases of flow interaction with the boundary of porous media.  
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3 Model Applications in Practical Porous Flow 
The aim of this section is to test the numerical formulation developed previously, by 
simulating several benchmark applications demonstrating flow interaction with porous 
media. A 2D model based on the SPHAM equations (Eqs. 8 and 9) and discretised by Eqs. 
(10) and (11) is adopted. A two-step predictor-corrector solution scheme is applied in the 
time marching implementation. Four test cases are simulated, and the results compared 
with the published experimental data or analytical solutions to validate the accuracy of the 
model. The test cases include: i) Seepage flow in a U-tube filled with porous media; ii) dam 
break wave through a porous dam; iii) solitary wave interaction with a porous structure; and 
iv) solitary wave run-up on a smooth impermeable breakwater and a porous breakwater. 
These case studies have been selected to test the capacity of the model in dealing with the 
flow and wave interactions with structures of different porosities and surface 
characteristics. The first U-tube case is considered as a rigorous validation test of flow 
through a homogeneous porous media with available analytical solutions. The second dam 
break case is considered as a fundamental benchmark experimental test which has been 
employed in many previous numerical studies. In the experimental study of the third case, 
there is detailed velocity distribution data around and close to the boundary of a porous 
structure; and the fourth case study provides water surface elevation and velocity time 
series for the wave interaction of breakwaters, with similar shapes but different 
characteristics in terms of permeability. 
3.1 Computational specifications 
If the particle volume at a position with porosity 剛怠 is 弘撃怠, its volume at a position with 
porosity 剛態 shall be 剛怠弘撃怠 剛態エ . Therefore, if the initial particle spacing in the free-flow 
region (with porosity 1.0) is set to 健待, then the initial spacing of a generic particle with 
porosity 剛銚 should be set according to the following relationship 
 健銚 噺 健待紐剛銚灘  (18) 
where 軽 is the number of dimensions (= 2 in the present model).  
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In all the present model applications, the situation presented in Section 2.4 is considered. By 
using Equation (16) for the determination of distribution function 紘, Equation (15) will give 
constant values of 1.0 and 剛待 for porosity, respectively, in the free-flow and porous regions 
far from the interfacial boundary, independent of the size of support of the weighting 
function (堅智), since in those areas 紘 is constant within the averaging volume よ. Therefore, 
the porosity at the position of particles in the pure fluid and pure porous regions is set to 
constant values of 1.0 and 剛待; and a background mesh with regular square elements is 
defined to cover only the required area at the interface where the porosity changes, instead 
of using this for the entire computational domain, to reduce the computational expense.  
The separating line is considered to be ど┻の穴鎚 away from the crest of the first line of solid 
particles at the interface towards the media. Following the length constraint in Eq. (17a), the 
diameter of the averaging volume び is set to 穴鎚, i.e. 堅び 噺 ど┻の穴鎚 (月び 噺 ど┻にの穴鎚). In fact, the 
thickness of the layer at the interface over which the porosity changes from 剛待 to 1.0 is 
equal to the mean diameter of the solid particles. The mesh spacing 健頂 is taken as 月び【な┻に so 
that enough mesh points exist in the averaging volume び for the porosity calculation. 
Besides, the smoothing length of the kernel function 激, i.e. 月栖 (= 怠態 堅栖), is set to な┻に健待 for all 
the simulations. As for the choice of 健待, it is selected to satisfy the constraint in Eq. (17c). 
This issue will be further explored in Section 3.6. For both 罫 and 激, the cubic Spline kernel 
function of Monaghan and Lattanzio (1985) is used, which satisfies the required conditions 
presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. 
For the impermeable ┘;ﾉﾉ Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴｷWゲが デｴW けS┞ﾐ;ﾏｷI Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ IﾗﾐSｷデｷﾗﾐげ (Dalrymple and 
Knio, 2001) is applied by placing three layers of dummy particles beyond the boundary line 
to fill the truncated kernel area in the vicinity of the boundary. The computational time step 弘建 is chosen according to the CFL stability condition. The dynamic and kinematic viscosity of 
fluid (荒 and 航) are set to 10-6 m2.s-1 and 10-3 kg.m-1.s-1, respectively. The reference intrinsic 
density (貢待 in Eq. 14) is 1000 kg/m3 and the speed of sound 潔待 is set to など紐ひ┻ぱな茎待 (where 茎待 is the initial water depth) in order to restrict the compressibility to be less than 1%.  潔待 is 
set equally in the entire computational domain. A Shepard density filter is applied at every 
30 computational time steps to smooth the particle density, therefore minimise the 
pressure noises. The Smagorinsky constant 系鎚 for the estimation of eddy-viscosity 荒痛 is set 
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to 0.1, and the filter width is set to the particle spacing 健待. 潔怠 and 潔態 in Eq. (12) are set to 150 
and 1.75, respectively, as originally proposed by Ergun (1952). These values are used for all 
the application cases considering that they have been obtained from measurements of 
various flow conditions through the porous beds created using different particle sizes. The 
principle behind the choice of these constants is that it should be reasonable to tolerate the 
expected errors, if they are within an acceptable range, rather than constructing the model 
based on the arbitrary numerical tuning of calibration parameters within the equations used 
to describe specific physical processes.  
3.2 Test case I: Seepage flow in a U-tube with porous media 
The accuracy of the developed model is firstly verified by simulating a linear seepage flow in 
a U-tube containing a porous soil medium. The application set-up is the same as in Peng et 
al. (2017) and Khayyer et al. (2018). Water flows under the gravity due to a difference of 
water level in the left and right vertical sections of the U-tube, seeping through a porous soil 
medium placed in the centre of the horizontal section. Neglecting the non-linear frictional 
term (second term in Eq. 12), the analytical solutions for the water level difference (ッ茎) and 
the Darcy velocity in the porous medium (戟) are expressed as follows  
 ッ茎 噺 ッ茎待結捲喧岫に計朕建【詣岻 (19) 
 戟 噺 ッ茎待計朕結捲喧岫に計朕建【詣岻詣  (20) 
where 建 is the time; ッ茎待 is the initial water level difference (= 1.35 m); 詣 is the seepage path 
length (= 1.0 m); and 計朕 denotes the hydraulic conductivity.  
Numerical simulations are conducted with two different values for 計朕 (= 0.005 and 0.01 
m/s). Initial particle spacing (健待) in the free-flow (clear water) region is set to 3 mm, while 
inside the porous region, it is initially set according to Eq. (18). Porosity of the soil 剛待 is set 
to 0.4. The temporal changes in ッ茎 and 戟 are computed and compared with the analytical 
solutions, as well as the SPH results of Peng et al. (2017) and Khayyer et al. (2018). The 
closure models employed in those studies for the frictional term in the momentum equation 
are different with the present model. Based on the definitions presented in those papers, 
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the friction term 寓銚 in the present study can be formulated as a function of the hydraulic 
conductivity as 寓銚 噺 岫訣【計朕岻掲銚, where 訣 is the gravitational acceleration (= 9.81 m/s2). Also 
note that the seepage velocity 戟 in Eq (20) is equivalent to 剛憲, where 憲 is the component of 
the intrinsic average velocity. 
 
Fig. 3. Snapshots of particle position with pressure distribution for 皐酸 = 0.005 m/s at 嗣 = 50 s (left), and 皐酸 = 
0.01 m/s at 嗣 = 30 s (right). 
Figure 3 shows the simulation results of pressure distributions at 建 = 50 s for 計朕 = 0.005 m/s, 
and 建 = 30 s for 計朕 = 0.01 m/s. The present model provides smooth pressure distributions in 
the computational domain and especially near the interfacial boundaries. Figure 4 presents 
the time histories of variations of ッ茎 and 戟 in comparison with the analytical solutions (Eqs. 
19 and 20), as well as the WCSPH results by Peng et al. (2017) and ISPH results by Khayyer et 
al. (2018). Table 1 provides the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) values of these time histories 
relative to the analytical solutions. It shows that the best accuracy is associated with the 
results of Khayyer et al. (2018). Their model outperforms the other two, probably due to the 
incompressible and higher-order schemes used for solving the pressure. For example, by 
looking at Figure 3, one deficiency of the WCSPH computation is that the particle spacing 
increases in an unrealistic way near the water surface due to an inaccurate pressure 
estimation near the boundary. This is a common problem with the WCSPH solution scheme 
since the estimated pressure is not exactly zero at free surface boundaries. This could 
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inevitably cause errors in the estimation of ッ茎 and 戟. However, comparing the two WCSPH 
models, the results of the present model are more accurate than those of Peng et al. (2017), 
which could be attributed to the refined treatment of the interfacial porous boundary. 
Besides, the present results also clearly disclose the expansion ﾗa ヮ;ヴデｷIﾉWゲげ ┗ﾗﾉ┌ﾏW inside 
the porous region, as shown in Figure 3.  
 
Figure 4. Time series of the variations of  ッ殺 and 山 computed by the present model in comparison with the 
analytical solutions and SPH studies of Peng et al. (2017) and Khayyer et al. (2018). 
Table 1. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) in time series of ッ殺 and 山 between the numerical and analytical 
solutions. 
 
MAE of ッ茎 (m) MAE of 戟 (m/s) 
 
計朕 = 0.005 計朕  = 0.01 計朕= 0.005 計朕= 0.01 
Present model に WCSPH 1.36E-02 2.04E-02 1.15E-04 1.54E-04 
Khayyer et al. (2018) に ISPH 6.90E-08 4.12E-08 3.23E-10 4.52E-10 
Peng et al. (2017) に WCSPH 1.75E-02 3.52E-02 2.07E-04 3.11E-04 
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3.3 Test case II: dam break wave through a porous dam 
The developed model is employed to simulate 2D dam break flow through a porous dam. 
The numerical results of free surface profiles are compared with the experimental data of 
Liu et al. (1999), where a small-scale porous dam constructed with crushed rocks was 
studied. The water tank was 89.2 cm long, 44 cm wide, and 58 cm high. The porous dam was 
29 cm long, 44 cm wide, and 37 cm high. It was located at the centre of the tank, built by 
crushed rocks with a mean diameter of 1.59 cm (mean porosity 剛待 = 0.49). A gate was 
placed 2 cm away from the upstream side of the dam. Initial water depth 茎待 was 25 cm and 
the gate was opened manually within 0.1 s.  
In the free-flow region the initial particle spacing (健待) is set to 3 mm, while inside the porous 
dam, it is initially set according to Eq. (18). Fig. 5 presents snapshots of particle position and 
pressure distribution at different times. The computed pressure field is smooth both in the 
free-flow and porous regions as well as near the interfacial boundaries. Particle 
configurations near the upstream side of the dam, where the volume of particles changes 
while they move into the porous region, is shown at the bottom of Figure 5 for 建 = 2.0 s. 
Regularity of particle distribution near the interface boundary is clearly seen. Besides, the 
experimental water surface profiles are also shown in Figure 5 for a comparison. The Root 
Mean Square Error (RMSE), which represents a measure of the deviation of the numerical 
water surface profiles from the experimental data, is below 7 mm for all the times shown in 
Figure 5, except at t = 0.2 s and 0.4 s, where it is 15.7 and 8.5 mm, respectively. This may be 
due to the porous structure not being fully saturated so that the drag within the porous 
media was inaccurately estimated in the early stages of the experiment. In the later stages 
when the porous media was close to being fully saturated then Eヴｪ┌ﾐげゲ Wケ┌;デｷﾗﾐゲ ┘WヴW 
more reliable.  
In order to show the satisfaction of the volume conservation, the trajectories of three 
selected particles and the temporal changes of their density (貢) and volume (兼【剛貢) in the 
first 2.5 seconds of the simulation are depicted in Figure 6. These particles were initially 
located at horizontal positions of  捲 = 0.14, 0.20 and 0.26 m, and vertical position of 権 = 0.15 
m. During the first 0.5 seconds, it is shown that the fluid density fluctuates due to the 
collapse of water (and this fluctuation is higher for particle p3 which is closer to the free 
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surface), then it stabilises and remains constant for all the three particles. Besides, Figure 6 
also shows their volume changes when they move into or out of the porous region. The 
volume of particle p1 remains constant as it never enters the porous area, while the volume 
of particle p2 increases by a factor of about 2 at 建 = 1 s when it travels into the porous 
region. The volume of particle p3 rises much earlier at 建 = 0.1 s when it enters the porous 
region but then drops to its initial value at about 建 = 1.35 s when it leaves the porous dam.  
 
Fig. 5. Particle position and pressure distribution at different times for the dam break flow through crushed 
rocks. Black squares represent the experimental water surface profiles of Liu et al. (1999). 
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Fig. 6. Satisfaction of volume conservation: trajectories of three particles (top); temporal variations of their 
density (middle) and volume (bottom) during the first 2.5 seconds of simulation. 
Figure 7 provides a further comparison between the present model results of water surface 
profile at time t = 1.2 s with some previous SPH studies and the experimental data of Liu et 
al. (1999). As can be seen, the present model and the model of Ren et al. (2016) provide 
better estimations compared with the studies of Akbari and Namin (2013) and Akbari 
(2014). This improvement is probably related to the treatment of the interfacial boundaries. 
In Akbari and Namin (2013) and Akbari (2014), the thickness of the interfacial transitional 
layer over which the porosity is variable was set to 4穴鎚 (where 穴鎚 is the solid grain 
diameter), while in the present model as well as in Ren et al. (2016), the porosity changes 
over a layer with the thickness of 穴鎚. This is due to that the averaging volume size び for the 
calculation of porosity in the present simulations was set based on constraint (a) in Eq. (17). 
Moreover, the comparisons of Ren et al. (2016) and present model results in Figure 7 reveal 
that in spite of using different values for the drag coefficients, the two computed water 
surface profiles are close to each other. This similarity can also be seen by comparing Akbari 
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and Namin (2013) and Akbari (2014) results. These comparisons suggest that a slight change 
in the drag coefficient does not considerably affect the results of water surface elevations, 
while the treatment of the interfacial boundaries could have a much greater influence.  
 
Figure 7. Comparisons of the present water surface profile with other SPH studies and experimental data of 
Liu et al. (1999). Dashed lines show the front and rear sides of the porous dam. 
3.4 Test case III: solitary wave interaction with a porous structure 
A set of data which provides detailed velocity profiles was used to further investigate the 
accuracy of the developed model. Wu and Hsiao (2013) studied the propagation of solitary 
waves over a submerged porous structure both experimentally and numerically. Their 
laboratory experiments were carried out in a 25 m long, 0.5 m wide and 0.6 m deep wave 
tank with the glass walls and bottoms. Figure 8a is a schematic view of the flume set-up. The 
wave tank was filled with water at a constant depth 茎待 = 10.6 cm and solitary waves with 
three different heights were generated in the experiments. Here, only the result for the 
wave with height 茎栂 = 0.45茎待 is presented. A submerged porous structure composed of 
spherical glass beads with diameter 穴鎚 = 1.5 cm and porosity 剛待= 0.52 was placed in the 
middle of the flume. The origin of the coordinate system (捲 = 0, 権 = 0) was considered at the 
intersection of the front side of the structure and the flume bottom as shown in Figure 8a, 
and the reference time 建 = 0.0 s was set when the crest of the wave arrives at the wave 
gauge 1 (WG1 at 捲 = -1.8 m). The horizontal and vertical velocity profiles were measured 
around the structure at different horizontal locations 捲 = -0.04, 0.0, 0.04, 0.08, 0.12, 0.16 
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and 0.20 m and at different times 建 = 1.45, 1.65, 1.85, 2.05 and 2.25 s using a PIV system. 
Since the porous structure covers the whole width of the けnarrowげ flume, this case can be 
simulated in 2D.  
 
Figure 8. Experimental and numerical set-up for solitary wave interaction with a porous structure: (a) 
experimental flume of Wu and Hsiao (2013); (b) 2D computational domain of the present model; and (c) 
porous structure with the separating line and the locations of velocity profiles measurement. 
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Fig. 9. Velocity vectors (left) and particle distributions with pressure field (right) around the porous structure 
at times 嗣 = 1.45, 1.65, 1.85, 2.05 and 2.25 s.  
In the present model, a computational domain is chosen with the following characteristics. 
The initial particle spacing in the free-flow region (健待) is set to 3 mm, while in the porous 
structure it is initially set according to Eq. (18). Following Gui et al. (2015) (who also 
simulated this test case using a 2D SPH model), a numerical wave tank is constructed with 8 
m in length instead of simulating the 25 m long experimental wave tank (see Figure 8b) and 
a solitary wave with height 4.77 cm is generated at the wavemaker location (捲 = -4.0 m) to 
enable the numerical wave height to be matched with the measured one at the location of 
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the reference wave gauge WG1 (捲 = -1.8 m). Figure 8c shows the porous structure, the 
locations where the velocity profiles are measured in the experiments, and the separating 
lines (dashed) as introduced in Section 2.4.  
The numerical results of pressure field, velocity vector and turbulent shear stress 
distribution around the porous structure at different times 建 = 1.45, 1.65, 1.85, 2.05 and 
2.25 s are presented in Figures 9 and 10, respectively. Although the accuracy of these 
computed distributions of pressure and turbulent shear stress cannot be validated directly 
due to the lack of experimental data, they are presented here to show the continuity of 
these quantities around and inside the porous structure. However, if one compares these 
pressure distributions qualitatively with the ones obtained by Khayyer et al. (2018), it is 
clear that the present results are not as smooth as the latter. This could be due to the 
superiorities of the projection-based ISPH method and the higher-order pressure solution 
scheme adopted in their work (Gotoh and Okayasu, 2017).   
To validate the accuracy of the model in the reproduction of velocity field close to the 
porous structure, the velocity profiles at 捲 = 0.04, 0.08 and 0.12 m (above the structure) at t 
= 1.45, 1.65 and 1.85 s (when the wave is travelling above the structure) are presented and 
compared with the experimental data of Wu and Hsiao (2013) (for comparisons at other 
times and sections refer to Kazemi, 2017). Figures 11 and 12 present the horizontal and 
vertical velocity profiles in comparison with the experimental profiles and Table 2 presents 
the MAE values of those profiles with respect to the experimental data. The MAE values 
were computed by fitting spline curves to both experimental and numerical profiles over the 
part of the depth where experimental data points are available. A reasonable agreement in 
terms of velocity magnitude and velocity gradient (in the vertical direction) is seen between 
the experimental data and predictions at all sections and times. 
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Fig. 10. Distributions of  姉子 component of the predicted turbulent shear stress around the porous structure 
at times 嗣 = 1.45, 1.65, 1.85, 2.05 and 2.25 s.  
 
Figure 11. Numerical results of horizontal velocity profiles in comparison with the experimental profiles at x 
= 0.04, 0.08 and 0.12 m at times t = 1.45 (top), 1.65 (middle) and 1.85 s (bottom) ʹ lines and squares denote 
numerical and experimental profiles, respectively. 
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Figure 12. Numerical results of vertical velocity profiles in comparison with the experimental profiles at x = 
0.04, 0.08 and 0.12 m at times t = 1.45 (top), 1.65 (middle) and 1.85 s (bottom) ʹ lines and squares denote 
numerical and experimental profiles, respectively. 
Table 2. MAE (m/s) of the computed horizontal and vertical velocity profiles, with respect to the 
experimental data. 
Time (s) 
x = 0.04 m x = 0.08 m x = 0.12 m 
MAEu MAEw MAEu MAEw MAEu MAEw 
t = 1.45  0.079 0.060 0.049 0.029 0.063 0.014 
t = 1.65  0.039 0.015 0.071 0.035 0.057 0.022 
t = 1.85  0.037 0.016 0.048 0.022 0.033 0.028 
 
In the ISPH simulations of the same case, Gui et al. (2015) used completely different 
relationships for the permeability and Forchheimer tensors in their drag closure model. 
Figure 13 compares the streamwise velocity profiles computed by the present SPH model in 
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comparison with the original ISPH results of Gui et al. (2015) and the experiments of Wu and 
Hsiao (2013) at different times and sections. The upper subplots show the profiles 
associated with time t = 1.45 s, when the wave is travelling above sections 捲 = 0.0 and 0.04 
m, and the lower subplots present the results associated with time t = 1.65 s when the wave 
is above sections 捲 = 0.08 and 0.12 m. The figure shows that the present model provides 
better estimations of the velocity distribution above the structure while the wave is 
travelling over it. Inside the porous structure, both models provide similar velocity profiles, 
although different drag closure models have been used. However, at the interface boundary 
between the porous structure and free-flow region above it, the slope of the velocity 
profiles is found to be closer to the experimental data when simulated by the present model 
that Gui et al. (2015), and this effect also leads to a better prediction of velocity distribution 
above the structure.  
This is further quantified in Table 3, where the MAE values of streamwise velocity (憲) and its 
gradient (項憲 項権エ ) are presented for both Gui et al. (2015) and the present study, with 
respect to the experimental data. The MAEs of velocity are calculated over the entire depth 
(subject to the availability of the experimental data), and the velocity gradient MAEs are 
those only at the interface layer where the velocity has a significant change. This 
comparison shows that a small improvement in the predicted velocity gradient at the 
interface boundary can cause significant improvements in the computed velocity field in the 
overlaying flow. Gui et al. (2015) used a transitional layer at the interface with a thickness of 
4 times of the SPH particle spacing and averaged the SPH pressures over this layer to 
smooth out the flow quantities at the interface. On the other hand, in the present model, 
the thickness of the interface layer over which the porosity changes from 剛待 to 1.0, is 
chosen based on the characteristic length scale of the solid skeleton at the interface (to 
satisfy the constraint in Eq. 17a) rather than being related to the computational resolution. 
It is also notable that Gui et al. (2015) ignored the effect of particle volume change in the 
continuity equation.  
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Figure 13. Streamwise velocity profiles computed by the present model in comparison with the ISPH results 
of Gui et al. (2015) and experiments of Wu and Hsiao (2013) at different sections and times.  
Table 3. MAE of the velocity (m/s) its gradient (1/s) for both Gui et al. (2015) and present studies, with 
respect to the experimental data. (MAE of velocity gradient at t = 1.65 s and x = 0.12 m is not calculable due 
to the lack of experimental data within the interface layer or below it)  
 
MAEu (m/s)  MAEэu/эz (1/s) 
 
Gui et al. 
(2015) 
Present 
study 
 Gui et al. 
(2015) 
Present 
study 
t = 1.45 s, x = 0.0 m 0.126 0.083  39.73 34.66 
t = 1.45 s, x = 0.04 m 0.183 0.079  40.61 37.08 
t = 1.65 s, x = 0.08 m 0.086 0.071  15.35 10.24 
t = 1.65 s, x = 0.12 m 0.119 0.057  n/a n/a 
3.5 Test case IV: solitary wave run-up on smooth impermeable and porous 
breakwaters 
In this section, the model is applied to the case in which a solitary wave runs up and down 
on a breakwater slope based on the experiments of Jensen et al. (2015). The experiments 
were carried out in a 25 m long, 0.6 m wide and 0.8 m deep flume. The still water depth (茎待) 
was fixed to 0.4 m and a solitary wave with height of 茎栂 = 0.14 m was generated in all 
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experiments. Figure 14a shows a schematic view of the experimental set-up. In Jensen et al. 
(2015), wave run-up and run-down on breakwaters with smooth impermeable and rough 
surfaces, and a porous breakwater was tested. For the case of a smooth impermeable 
surface, the breakwater slope was made out of a plastic PVC plate with a width of 0.6 m 
corresponding to the flume width. For the case of the rough breakwater surface, the plate 
was covered by an armour layer of single plastic spherical particles with diameter 穴鎚 = 38 
mm. For the case of porous breakwater, the same type and size of the spheres were used to 
construct the breakwater core and the plastic PVC plate was replaced by a 2 mm thick 
perforated plate. Values of 0.40 and 0.41 were reported for the porosity of the core 
materials and the void-to-plate ratio (porosity) of the perforated plate, respectively. To 
measure the water surface elevation pattern, two wave gauges were set up, one being at 
the upstream side of the breakwater and another at the toe of the breakwater (WGo and 
WGt, respectively, in Figure 14a), in which the latter was considered as the reference gauge. 
The velocity was measured at two sections above the breakwater surface at several points. 
The measurement sections and their distances to the toe are shown in Figure 14b. The 
results of water surface elevations at WGt and slope-parallel velocity profiles at 
measurement section I (at 2 and 19 mm above the slope surface for the smooth case, and at 
2 and 57 mm above it for the rough and porous cases) are reported in Jensen et al. (2015).  
The proposed 2D SPH model is employed to simulate a solitary wave run-up and run-down 
on the slope of the smooth impermeable and porous breakwaters (Figure 14c). The case of 
デｴW HヴW;ﾆ┘;デWヴ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW ヴﾗ┌ｪｴ ゲ┌ヴa;IW ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴWS ｴWヴW S┌W デﾗ デｴW け┌ﾐヴW;ﾉｷゲデｷIげ 
conditions in the physical experiment in which the porosity changed from 0 to 1 within a 
short distance from the breakwater surface (i.e., within a layer of single plastic spherical 
particles with diameter 穴鎚 = 38 mm). This case could not be simulated well by the present 
numerical model as it is designed to macroscopically simulate flow in smooth and 
continuous interface layers with a relatively coarse computational resolution.  
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Figure 14. Experimental and numerical set-ups for solitary wave run-up on impermeable and porous 
breakwaters: (a) experimental flume of Jensen et al. (2015); (b) measurement sections; and (c) numerical 
configuration of breakwater boundaries for smooth impermeable and porous cases (hatched areas show the 
solid wall boundaries).  
For the present simulations, the initial particle spacing in the free-flow region 健待 is 10 mm. 
Three layers of fixed dummy particles are placed adjacent to the wall boundaries as 
depicted by the hatched areas in Figure 14c. For the case of the smooth impermeable slope, 
as there is no porous region in the domain, the porosity of all fluid particles is set to the 
unity and no background mesh is needed. For the porous case, both the armour layer and 
the breakwater core are considered as porous regions with a uniform porosity of 0.4.   
Figure 15 presents the computed water surface elevations at the breakwater toe, and the 
slope-parallel velocities at section I (19 mm above the slope for the impermeable case and 
57 mm above it for the porous case) in comparison with the experiments of Jensen et al. 
(2015). t = 0 is defined when the wave crest arrives at the reference gauge (i.e., breakwater 
(c) 
(a) 
(b) 
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toe). The RMSE values of the computed water surface elevations ɻ with respect to the 
experimental data at the toe of the breakwater (between -2 and 4 s) for the smooth 
impermeable and porous breakwaters are 0.0142 and 0.0145 m, respectively; and the 
RMSEs of the computed slope-parallel velocities u for those cases (between t = -2 and 4 s) 
are 0.063 and 0.089 m/s, respectively.  
 
Figure 15. Water surface elevation (雌) at the toe, and slope-parallel velocity (四) on the smooth impermeable 
(top) and porous (bottom) breakwaters at Section I (19 mm and 57 mm above the slope for the 
impermeable and porous cases, respectively) between t = -2.0 and 4.0 s. 
To further investigate the effect of porosity on the wave run-up and run-down, the 
computed water surface elevations and velocity profiles for both cases, i.e. impermeable 
and porous breakwaters, are presented together in Figure 16. According to this figure, the 
water surface elevation in the porous case is only a few millimetres less than the 
impermeable case when the wave is running up, while the difference becomes significantly 
higher during the run-down and secondary run-up. Besides, the variation of the parallel-
slope velocities is much larger on the impermeable slope but smaller when the breakwater 
is porous as the secondary run-up can be barely observed. This is attributed to the 
penetration of water into the porous structure so that a significant part of the momentum 
in the slope-parallel direction is removed due to the permeability of the breakwater slope.  
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Figure 16. Comparison of numerical results of (a) water surface elevation at the breakwater toe; and (b) 
slope-parallel velocity at 19 mm and 57 mm above the slope for the smooth impermeable and porous cases, 
respectively. 
3.6 Sensitivity analysis of computational resolution at the interface layer 
It has been discussed that if the situation introduced in Section 2.4 is adopted, the required 
constraints are those represented in Eq. (17). However, the satisfaction of constraint #4 (or 
Eq. 17c, i.e. 堅栖 企 詣駆四駈琶) may not always hold in certain simulations. According to this 
constraint, the kernel support size 堅栖 should be much smaller than the characteristic length 
scale of the averaged flow field. Since in SPH, 堅栖 is related to the particle spacing (月栖 噺 な┻に健待 
as a common practice), 健待 should be chosen as to satisfy constraint #4. To further investigate 
this issue, the previous test cases II and III are revisited here with different particle spacing.  
Figure 17 presents the comparison of water surface profiles of the test case II (dam break 
wave through the crushed rocks) at time t = 1.2 s by using different particle spacing. No 
considerable differences are seen among these profiles. This is due to the following possible 
factors: i) the flow Re Number is relatively low; and ii) the interfacial boundary between the 
porous and free-flow ヴWｪｷﾗﾐゲ ｷゲ ﾐﾗデ けゲｴ;ヴヮげ or highly sheared, i.e. no significant changes take 
place in the average flow quantities transferring from the free-flow region to the porous 
structure, and vice versa. Therefore, constraint #4 should have been well satisfied with the 
adopted computational particle resolutions.  
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Figure 17  Water surface profiles of test case II (dam break wave through crushed-rock porous dam) using 
different computational resolutions (i.e., particle spacing 残宋). The two vertical dashed lines show the 
boundaries of the porous dam. 
However, the situation of the test case III is quite different. By looking at the experimental 
data of Wu and Hsiao (2013), and assuming that the velocity in the porous region is much 
smaller than that above the structure, the horizontal velocity shows a significant change 
over a thin layer at the interface. This can be seen more clearly at times t = 1.45 s and 1.65 s, 
when the wave is travelling rapidly above the porous structure. For instance, at t = 1.45 s 
and 捲 = 0.0 m (refer to Kazemi, 2017), the measured horizontal velocity increases from 
about 0.04 m/s to 0.5 m/s over about 10 mm vertical layer distance at the interface. 
Another example can be seen at t = 1.65 s and 捲 = 0.12 m (refer to Figure 11), where the 
experimental horizontal velocity has a relatively larger value of 0.61 m/s only about 2.5 mm 
above the structure boundary (spheresげ crest). To resolve such a thin boundary in order to 
satisfy the constraint #4, a range of small kernel support size is required, particularly for the 
velocity, i.e. 堅ઞ 企 詣駆四駈琶.  
To investigate this issue in a quantitative manner, the simulation of test case III is repeated 
by using different initial particle spacing 健待 of 3, 4, 5 and 6 mm. Figure 18 shows the results 
in comparison with the experimental data at selected times and locations. In this figure, the 
horizontal and vertical velocity profiles at sections 捲 = 0.0 and 0.04 m at t = 1.45 s, when the 
wave is travelling above the frontal edge of the structure, and at sections 捲 = 0.08 and 0.12 
m at t = 1.65 s, when the wave is passing the end of the structure, are presented. Some 
differences can be observed in the slope of the profiles at the interface. This can be seen 
more clearly from Figure 19, where the horizontal velocity profiles at t = 1.65 s and 捲 = 0.12 
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m and vertical velocity profiles at t = 1.45 s and 捲 = 0.0 m are plotted at a different scale. As 
the particle spacing is set to a smaller value (i.e., the spatial resolution gets higher), it shows 
the slope of velocity profiles becomes closer to the experimental one. The relationship 
between the initial particle spacing (健待) and the Mean Relative Error, 継堅堅 (Wang et al., 
2019), of the horizontal velocity profiles at t = 1.45 s, x = 0.04 m and t = 1.65 s, x = 0.12 m, 
with respect to the experimental data, is shown in Figure 20. The error is calculated in the 
interface layer (between z = 0.05 and 0.1 m). The dashed lines show linear fit to the bold 
curves, and the numbers on the curves show the slope of the lines of linear fit. The slope, 
which represents the convergence rate, is 1.24 and 1.34, respectively, at these two sections. 
This figure quantitatively denotes that by reducing the particle spacing, the error also 
declines, and this process is nearly linear. This is due to the fact that by using a smaller 
particle spacing the satisfaction of constraint #4 (Eq. 17c) at the interface can be 
approximately approached. Although this constraint may not be fully satisfied in such cases 
┘ｷデｴ けゲｴ;ヴヮげ ｷﾐデWヴa;Iｷ;ﾉ Hﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴｷWゲが デｴW Wヴヴﾗヴゲ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗデ HW ゲｷｪﾐｷaｷI;ﾐデが ┘ｴｷIｴ ﾏW;ﾐゲ デｴW 
model is capable of reproducing satisfactory results in interface layers as shown in the 
present applications.  
 
Figure  18. Horizontal (top) and vertical (bottom) velocity profiles with different particle spacing 残宋 in 
comparison with the experimental data. 
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Figure 19. Horizontal velocity profiles at t = 1.65 s and x = 0.12 m (left) and vertical velocity profiles at t = 
1.45 s and x = 0.0 m (right) with different particle spacing 残宋 in comparison with the experimental data. 
   
Figure 20. Error analysis and convergence rate for horizontal velocity at: (a) t = 1.45 s, x = 0.04 m; and (b) t = 
1.65 s, x = 0.12 m.  
4 Summary and Conclusions 
Firstly, the macroscopic equations of flow through porous media, and over regions of 
variable porosity were developed with a rigorous insight into the assumptions and 
constraints required to ensure the valid application of the equations. Two distinct averaging 
operators (罫 and 激) were used in order to distinguish between the determination of 
porosity at the microscopic scale and the calculation of flow quantities at the macroscopic 
scale. The equations are basically developed in 3D. However, in Section 2.4, a practical 
situation of 2D flow interaction within and above porous media was introduced and the 
determination of porosity as well as the modification of the length constraints were 
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investigated. The most important constraints were found to be that i) the support of the 
weighting function applied to the porosity calculation should be selected based on the 
characteristic length scale of solid boundary elements at the interface; ii) the computational 
resolution should be fine enough near the interface boundaries to adequately capture the 
variations in the macroscopic velocity field; and iii) the size of the averaging volume 
(smoothing length) applied to the solution of the governing equations should be set equally 
over the space and should remain unchanged over the time.  
Then, after the desirable macroscopic equations, the closure models, and the relevant 
numerical treatments were available, and the limitations and constraints of all these were 
clear, a 2D WCSPH model was developed and four test cases of flow interaction with porous 
structures were simulated. The treatment of the interfacial boundary was carried out 
carefully in order to address the proposed mathematical requirements. The first case was a 
benchmark test with available analytical solutions; the second case was another benchmark 
which has been used in numerous studies to validate numerical models in predicting water 
surface elevations; the third one was selected to test the accuracy of the model in 
predicting velocity fields, particularly near the porous interface boundaries; and the fourth 
one was employed to examine the simulation of wave run-up over two different types of 
the porous and non-porous slopes. In the sensitivity analyses, the effect of computational 
resolution was investigated to check the validity of the equations at the interfacial 
boundaries with regard to the length constraints introduced in the theoretical justification. 
It was shown that, i) satisfactory results are obtained in the different applications using 
Eヴｪ┌ﾐげゲ Wケ┌;デｷﾗﾐゲ ┘ｷデｴ ｷデゲ ﾗヴｷｪｷﾐ;ﾉ coefficients; ii) the accuracy of model predictions 
depends heavily on the accuracy of the interface boundary treatment; for example, in the 
simulation of dam break flow through porous dams (test case II), it was observed that the 
interfacial boundary treatment is more important than a slight change in the drag 
coefficients when the porous material is fully saturated; and iii) the satisfaction of the 
required length constraint 堅ઞ 企 詣駆四駈琶 becomes more demanding when the flow Reynolds 
Number is higher and/or the velocity gradient is larger at the interfacial boundary. In the 
model sensitivity analysis, it was found that employing a higher resolution of the particles 
does not have a considerable effect on the results of water surface elevations in case of the 
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dam break flow through porous dams (test case II), while it significantly affects the results of 
velocity distributions near a porous structure while a wave is travelling over it (test case III).  
It should be notable that although the SPS turbulence model (Gotoh et al., 2001) was 
applied with the Smagorinsky approach to estimate the eddy-viscosity, due to the 
unavailability of detailed turbulence data it was not possible to investigate the accuracy of 
the proposed turbulence closure scheme in the present applications, particularly its effect at 
the interfacial boundaries. The investigation of this issue requires more detailed data on the 
pattern of fluid turbulence at such interface boundaries. Moreover, as indicated in Sections 
3.2 and 3.4, one of the limitations of the present model might be associated with the 
WCSPH scheme for the estimation of pressure. By utilising some more advanced numerical 
treatments, such as the ISPH higher-order pressure solution scheme (Gotoh et al., 2014; 
Gotoh and Khayyer, 2016) or the Optimised Particle Shifting technique (e.g. Khayyer et al., 
2017), the performance of the present model would be expected to improve.  
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Appendix A. Spatial averaging process for deriving the macroscopic 
governing equations 
An averaging volume よ which may contain both the fluid and solid materials (denoted by 糠 
and 紅, respectively) is considered. It is assumed that the solid phase is fixed in time and 
space. The SPH local volumetric average of a quantity 閤 over the averaging volume よ is 
given in Eq. (A.1). The averaging is associated with the centroid of the volume, 慶, while the 
integration over よ is performed by using a weighting function 罫岫慶 伐 慶嫗┸ 月智岻, in terms of the 
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relative position vector 慶 伐 慶嫗 and a smoothing length 月智, where 慶嫗 denotes the position 
vector of the points other than the centroid.  
 極閤玉智 噺 豹 罫岫慶 伐 慶嫗┸ 月智岻智 紘岫慶嫗岻閤岫慶嫗岻穴慶嫗 噺 罫 茅 岫紘閤岻 (A.1) 
This equation represents the macroscopic description of 閤 over よ. 極 玉智 is the volumetric 
averaging operator and 罫 茅 岫紘閤岻 denotes the convolution product of 紘閤 using the 
weighting function 罫. It is common to use a cellular average operator for the local 
volumetric averaging in the derivation of the macroscopic equations. However, the aim of 
the present work was to derive those equations based on the weighted average form 
presented in Eq. (A.1), which is consistent with the SPH formulations. 
In order to derive the macroscopic equations, the microscopic equations (Eqs. 1 and 2) need 
to be averaged by using Eq. (A.1). Therefore, the convolution product of 罫 and each term in 
the equations is constructed. Then, there is a need to relate the average of the derivative of 
a quantity to the average of that quantity itself. Quintard and Whitaker (1993, 1994) 
developed a weighted function version of the spatial averaging theorem for such a purpose. 
Their theorem was derived basWS ﾗﾐ デｴW IﾗﾐIWヮデ ﾗa けIWﾉﾉ┌ﾉ;ヴ ;┗Wヴ;ｪWげ. Using the SPH 
averaging principles, the following similar form of the theorem is obtained for the spatial 
and temporal derivatives, respectively.   
 罫 茅 岫紘椛閤岻 噺 椛岷罫 茅 岫紘閤岻峅 髪 罫 茅 盤閤契底庭絞底庭匪 (A.2) 
 罫 茅 磐紘 項閤項建 卑 噺 項項建 岷罫 茅 岫紘閤岻峅 伐 罫 茅 盤閤掲底庭 ゲ 契底庭絞底庭匪 (A.3) 
These two equations are used to formulate the convolution product of 罫 and each of the 
terms in Eqs. (1) and (2). The final form will be obtained as in Eqs. (4) and (5) as the 
macroscopic governing equations. The derivation process is lengthy and tedious, thus, 
interested readers are invited to read Kazemi (2017) for full details of the derivations. In the 
derivation process, the linear terms were obtained in a similar way as in Quintard and 
Whitaker (1994) where the Stokes equations were averaged. Accordingly, the surface 
integral term (last term on the right-hand side of Eq. 5) emerged through the averaging 
process of the pressure gradient and viscous terms (first and third terms on the right-hand 
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side of Eq. 2). The turbulent shear stress term (the fifth term on the right-hand side of Eq. 5) 
was obtained through the averaging process of the non-linear term in Eq. (2). The process of 
this term which led to the SPS modelling of turbulence is described briefly in the following.  
Representing the velocity product in the non-linear convective term (second term on the 
left-hand side of Eq. 2) as 掲掲 噺 掲掲 伐 駆掲駈底駆掲駈底 髪 駆掲駈底駆掲駈底, constructing the convolution 
product of 罫 and the non-linear convective term, and applying Eq. (A.2) and the no-slip 
condition (assumption #2) yields 
 椛 ゲ 岷罫 茅 岫紘貢掲掲岻峅 噺 椛 ゲ 岷罫 茅 岫紘貢駆掲駈底駆掲駈底岻峅 髪 椛 ゲ 岷罫 茅 岫紘訴岻峅 (A.4) 
where 訴 噺  貢掲掲 伐 貢駆掲駈底駆掲駈底. The term 罫 茅 岫紘訴岻 represents the effect of deviations on the 
average/filtered field. It is noted that the intrinsic averages of velocity in the convolution 
product inside the first derivative term on the right-hand side of the above equation are 
evaluated at positions other than the centre of the averaging volume. Therefore, writing the 
Taylor series expansion for one of the intrinsic velocity components and considering 
assumption #3 and constraint #2 (which are written under Eqs. 4 and 5), it can be shown 
that 
 椛 ゲ 岷罫 茅 岫紘貢掲掲岻峅 噺 岫罫 茅 紘岻駆貢駈底駆掲駈底 ゲ 椛駆掲駈底 髪 岫罫 茅 紘岻駆掲駈底駆掲駈底椛駆貢駈底 髪駆貢駈底駆掲駈底 ゲ 椛岷岫罫 茅 紘岻駆掲駈底峅 髪 椛 ゲ 岷岫罫 茅 紘岻駆訴駈底峅 (A.5) 
where 駆訴駈底 噺 駆貢駈底駆掲掲駈底 伐 駆貢駈底駆駆掲駈底駆掲駈底駈底 is the SPS stress tensor representing the effect 
of turbulence on the macroscopic flow field. Some of the terms in the above equation will 
be omitted while converting the local time derivative to the material derivative, and finally 
the term 伐椛 ゲ 岷岫罫 茅 紘岻極訴玉底峅 appears on the right-hand side of the averaged equation (Eq. 5). 
This extra stress term should be modelled by an appropriate closure model, such as the 
eddy viscosity based SPS, since it still contains the product of point values of the velocity. 
Since the development of the above turbulent stress term has been made through the 
averaging process of the macroscopic equations, the present concept of 
けaveraged/macroscopic velocityげ superimposes with that of the けLES filtered velocityげ. In the 
study of Hu et al. (2012), also, the spatial averaging theory was used (but based on a non-
weighted cellular averaging concept) for porous flow simulation. They used identical box-
filter to volume-average and simulate large eddies; and similar to the present study, in the 
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formulation of the turbulence effect, their concept of averaged velocity and filtered velocity 
superimposed with each other.  
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